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Abstract—This study aims to determine the effect of Project Based Learning Assisted PANGTUS media on statistics and probability courses on students’ creative thinking abilities. The design of this study is true experimental design. All external variables that influence the experiment can be controlled through this design. The design used was a pretest-posttest control group design. The experimental group is the group that gets the application of Project Based Learning Assisted PANGTUS, while the control group is the group that gets guided discovery learning. To find out the differences between the experimental group and the control group, the two groups were given a pretest. Pretest results are said to be good if the value of the experimental group did not differ significantly from the control group. Based on the results of statistical tests show that: (1) the Project Based Learning Assisted PANGTUS model can effectively improve students’ creative thinking abilities in higher education; (2) The PjBL assisted PANGTUS model is better than the discovery learning model to be able to improve students’ creative thinking abilities in higher education.
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1 Introduction

Ability of creative thinking is a form of product ideas creative thinking of students. Creative thinking is a process that is used when students bring / come up with a new idea. It combines ideas that haven’t been done. To succeed in this era of industrial revolution 4.0, students need skills such as creativity [1-5]. Creative thinking can be interpreted as a combination of logical thinking and divergent thinking based on intuition but still in consciousness [6]. Creative character will grow on student self when he trained, accustomed from childhood to pass exploration, inquiry, discovery, and problem solving. Enhancing the ability to think creatively can be done through learning in class. During the learning process in the classroom, lecturers can utilize the material learned to develop or enhance students' creative thinking.

One of the courses at STIKOM Uyelindo Kupang, which requires creative thinking is Statistics and probability. This course equips students to be able to make and use statistics and probabilities of linear regression sub material to develop creative thinking
content. Learning statistics and probabilities is intended so that students can do data analysis [7], forecasting data that will come to strategies that will be done in the future.

Implementation of statistical learning and probability, have not fully contributed to the students to be directly involved in the formation of knowledge of statistics and probability, though the variety of learning strategies have been implemented [7]. The problem found at this time is students are more dependent on lecturers, whereas students are expected to be independent in learning, able to come up with creative and innovative ideas, and be able to face the challenges and problems they face. The results of the analysis on the syllabus and the statistical and probability lecture event units, which were compiled by the teaching team showed that there was no inclusion of creative thinking skills.

Other findings related to practical implementation is still to be verified, where to test the correctness of the principle or theory with facts, students carry out practical activities as designed or guidelines have been prepared, without given the opportunity to construct students’ knowledge and designing practical activities. From the observations made by the quality assurance agency at one of the tertiary institutions, when viewed from the learning process, assessment system, and the results, it is still not in accordance with the target of curriculum achievement. Which means that learning is still not oriented towards active learning that contributes to development of students’ creative thinking skills, so there is no evaluation for it. As an alternative solution that can be taken to answer the above problems, namely by implementing Project-Based Learning (PjBL) assisted PANTUSS to improve student's creative thinking abilities in higher education.

2 Literature Review

Learning process largely determines the learning outcomes, while the learning process itself is determined by the chosen learning strategy [8]. The ability to think creatively can be developed if creativity is created which allows students to use imagination, develop ideas, produce several possible solutions to various problems, and communicate in various media [9]. Creative thinking is a mental activity related to sensitivity to a problem, considering new information and unusual ideas with an open mind, and can create relationships in solving a problem. The assessment of the characteristics related to creative thinking abilities is described as follows:

- **Characteristics of problem understanding skills (fluency)**: (a) Come up with lots of ideas in problem solving; (b) Give lots of answers in answering a question.

- **Characteristics of flexible thinking skills (flexible)**: (a) Generate variations in the idea of solving a problem or answering a question; (b) Can see a problem from different points of view.

- **Characteristics of original skills (originalities)**: (a) Providing ideas that must be relative in solving problems or answers other than those accustomed to answering a question; (b) Making unusual combinations of parts or elements.
• Characteristics of detailed skills (elaboration): (a) Developing or enriching other people’s ideas; (b) Add, organize or detail or ideas so as to improve the quality of these ideas.

One way to develop or improve students’ creative thinking is to apply learning models or strategies that encourage students to think creatively. One such learning model is PjBL. PjBL is a learning strategy that allows infinite students to acquire knowledge and new insights based on students experience through presentations [10]. PjBL emphasizes students to work independently in their learners and accumulate in the form of tangible products. With PjBL, students can get used to solving real problems, to investigate and inquiry. The role of the lecturer in PjBL assisted PANGTUS is to present the problem, design the questions, facilitate the investigation and provide guidance when implementing project tasks. By giving project assignments, it is expected to increase student creativity. Implementation of PjBL assisted PANGTUS following:

• Determination of the basic question: Learning begins with essential questions, namely questions that can assign students assignments in carrying out an activity.

• Designing a project planning: Planning is done collaboratively between teachers and students. Students are expected to feel “ownership” of the project.

• Arrange schedule: Teachers and students collaboratively arrange activities in completing projects.

• Monitor students and project progress: The instructor is responsible for monitoring student activities while completing the project.

• Assessing the outcome: Assessments are carried out to assist teachers in measuring the attainment of standards, provide feedback on the level of understanding that students have achieved, assist teachers in developing their next learning strategy.

• Evaluate the experience: At the end of the learning process, teachers and students reflect on the activities and results of projects that have been carried out.

3 Method of Research

This research has the characteristics, namely: (1) natural background which means it starts from a real problem that is the creativity of students in statistical subjects and probability is still lacking; (2) humans as instruments, where researchers as the main instrument in planning, implementing, observing, collecting data, analyzing data, and draw conclusions, as well as make a report; (3) the method used is qualitative, this is because in the study conducted observations, interviews and documentation; (4) data analysis in this research is inductively meaningful according to the facts and based on the data collected so that it can draw conclusions; (5) descriptive means this study aims to describe ways to improve students' creative thinking through Project Based Learning in Statistics and probability courses, and (6) research is more concerned with process than results. type of research is classroom action research, where research collaborative with cognate faculty to improve and enhance the quality learning undertaken by each cycle. In class action research there are four stages in each cycle, namely Planning, action, observation and reflection [11].
The research to improve students’ creative thinking through the PjBL assisted PANGTUS is located at STIKOM Uyelindo Kupang. Data collected in this study are: (1) The results of the validation of learning tools in the validation sheet; (2) The results of observations on students during the PjBL assisted PANGTUS process, namely products in the form of statistical learning media and probabilities for material, reports, and implementation discussion; (3) The test will be used in the form of a written test to evaluate how much the ability of students to think creatively in designing statistical learning media and probability; (4) Results of interviews with the four research subjects; (5) Results of field notes during the learning process. Measuring instruments in testing the validity of the research instrument will use a manual formula that is the product moment correlation with the rough grading [12]. Reliability of instrument test will use analytical reliability with Alpha Cronbach technique.

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Development of project-based learning applications

Development application of PjBL assisted PANGTUS. This development uses information technology to spread educational information and knowledge as a paradigm of modern education. This application provides supporting tools in developing project-based learning applications related to design.

4.2 Implementation

The interface model of PjBL assisted PANGTUS can be delivered as Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Main Page of PANGTUS.
The main page contains to login as a student or as a lecturer. And if you already have an account, you can enter the next step. Student data page is there managing, Class tasking, Material, Assessment. T’ Visible who are managed by admin. Pages of lecturer of data that can be managed is Class, Tasks, Content, Assessment. Evaluation.

4.3 Reliability and validity

The data is entered into the validity and reliability test using IBM SPSS 21. The results of validity and reliability show that learning tools, learning media, and research instruments are proven to be valid and reliable.

4.4 Learning outcomes

After learning is done using the PjBL assisted PANGTUS in the experimental class and the guided discovery learning model in the control class is then given a posttest in both classes. Based on the Independent T-test calculation, the mean (mean) for the pre-test of the experimental class 78 and the control class 70. Then, the results of the calculation using the sign test obtained significance value. Sig (2-tailed) of 0.02 or significance < 0.05 (0.02 < 0.05). Thus, it can be concluded that there are differences in the average posttest value of the control class and the average posttest value of the experimental class. It’s can be interpreted that there is an influence in increasing students’ creative thinking abilities in the implementation of statistical and probability using model of PjBL assisted PANGTUS in STIKOM Uyelindo Kupang. Hay Lock [13] says creative thinking has various levels as students have different levels of intelligence. Because women's creative thinking is an expression of the process of creative thinking, creative thinking also has a level or level. The results of research on the use of ICT in learning can improve student learning outcomes [14-19].

5 Conclusion

Based on the results of statistical tests show that the PjBL assisted PANGTUS model can effectively improve students' creative thinking abilities in higher education. The PjBL assisted PANGTUS model is better than the discovery learning model to be able
to improve students’ creative thinking abilities in higher education. The fundamental implication of the results of this study is the PjBL assisted PANGTUS model can be used as an alternative to improve students’ creative thinking skills in higher education. Further research can be carried out to test PjBL assisted PANGTUS in other subjects and as a reference in the development of technological education innovations in other countries.
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